CCCM Sitrep - Beira
13th April 2019
Site Improvements
-

-

Completed accessibility works in IFAPA with access ramp
In IFP temporary reloccation site, the area allocated for CFS and other services is
now cleaned and prepared
Camp Management and protection tents erected respectively
Construction materials for distribution shed and common kitchen delivered to the site.
Works planned to start by tomorrow
3 timber ramp accessibility points to the concrete playing space at Ifapa 2
constructed.
In IFP IDP’s were complaining that there are a lot of people who are coming to the
camp for few hours only to take food and other NFI and leave to their houses at night
(Requesting Protection and CM Teams to inquire into this matter and come up with
recommendations.)
Spacing between tents improved in IFP to observe standards

Relocation/Returns Movements
-

-

-

Relocation plans from INGC targeting Amilcar Cabral (188HH) and Emissora (45HH).
During CCCM meeting, Camp Management highlighted Amilcar Cabral is a sensitive
site and will need strong coordination for movements.
Relocation task force presented document introducing principled movements
together with actionable support from the humanitarian community to the
government.
Coordinating with various clusters on potential returns of 250 families in Ifapa to Buzi
During the Government meeting (COE), planned movements to Buzi and other areas
was discussed where plots are being demarcated.
Government recognized that the discussion should be more detailed and separate
discussions between demarcation and movement of communities.
Government emphasized that, contrary to what some may think, the government is
committed to principled movements; however there is pressure from the population in
sites to return home.
Ministry and other directors raised questions regarding the service provision on the
sites.
Director maintains that services will be in place and that Guara Guara has access to
a water source and that they have demarcated space for market and health.

-

Humanitarian community stressed the need to ensure these movements are safe and
that infrastructure are in place.
The multi-sectoral visit on Monday was welcomed.

Protection
-

-

The integrated protection services are active on site.
There is an expectation that this service will be extended to other sites.
Confirmation of such desks to open in Ifapa, IFP and Samora Machel in the next
days.
AVSI has gone through PSEA training for their staff
UNHCR team visted Ifapa to informally look into the voluntariness of the impending
return of those 250 families from Buzi.
Important to note that INGC did awareness campaign to disseminate information
concerning the return and whilst majority really want to return to Buzi they still had
questions and appear to have full understanding on availability of assistance, basic
services etc because of language barriers - approximately half of them speak a local
dialect and not Portuguese.
Need Community Engagement cluster to follow up on this asap

Health
-

-

The set up of the tent for temporary TB consultation room in Macurungo was
postponed for tomorrow morning as the place needed a bit more preparation by the
community
Recruitment process ongoing to hire TB mobile team for Beira.
Need: strengthen collaboration and coordination with partner FHI 360 on sexual and
health education to include proper condom disposal to avoid children playing with
condoms as was seen today at Ifapa

WASH
-

-

OXFAM taking lead role as WASH partner In the return area being planned in
GuaraGuara and World Vision as operational partner to set up WASH services at a
temporary settlement site there to receive the new arrivals from IFAPA, while
planning for WASH assistance in the permanent individual household settlements.
IsraAid also interested to do WASH activities there
IOM WaSH and IFRC coordinating on desludging needs for latrines at Sao Pedro
site.
IOM WaSH coordinating with site planning and IFRC to install additional latrines at
Sao Pedro.

